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Purpose of Open Access
•

Enable and enhance the ease of sharing media

•

Encourage collaboration

•

Spread ideas pictographically through images and
cartoons (or even code…)

•

Accelerate Scientific discovery

•

Improve education
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Open Access Organizations
•

Creative Commons

•

Wikimedia Commons

Tools for managing
your own copyright

Tooled Flatty by flattop341 available at http://www.flickr.com/photos/flattop341/1085739925/
under a Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 license
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What is Creative Commons
•

Non-profit organization that helps forge a balance inside
the traditional “all rights reserved” copyright law

•

Helps users to institute a standardized way to grant
copyright permissions to their creative work

•

Helps govern a huge pool of digital content all within
copyright law
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The Creative Commons Licenses

Link: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
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Creative Commons - 4 License Elements
•

Attribution - Attribute the author

•

Noncommercial - No commercial use

•

No Derivative Works - No changes allowed

•

ShareAlike - Changes allowed, but only if you
place the new work under the same previous
license
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Making use of this information…
•

Looking for project management cartoons
•

Type into Google: “project cartoon creative commons”
(or simply “project management cartoon open access”
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Demo Video
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Another Example…
•

Looking for management lessons cartoons

“A Management Lesson” by Michael Cote, available at http://www.flickr.com/photos/cote/70967923/
under a Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license
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Yahoo’s new policy
•

Pants no longer optional

“For Yahoos, neither working at home nor pants are optional any more” by ITworld/Phil Johnson,
available at http://www.flickr.com/photos/45686594@N04/8569876270/
under a Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license
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Driving Force of Generation Y
•

Millennials Driving Economic Recovery

“Millennials Driving Economic Recovery” by Ken Shuman,
available at http://www.flickr.com/photos/truliavisuals/5430686441/
under a Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license
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Just Remember to…
•

Obey the copyright license

•

All Creative Common licenses require use to attribute the
work to the creator

•

If the terms stated do not fit the scope or requirement of
your project, you can always contact the creator
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Other tools to help evaluate

Link: http://librarycopyright.net/resources/fairuse/
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Notable Works done in the name of Open Access
(fun facts!)
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Jack Andraka
•

Created a simple, new early
detection test for pancreatic
cancer based on Open Access
articles

•

Compared to current tests..

•

•

Runs 168x faster

•

Is 400x more sensitive

•

Is 1/26,000 as expensive

•

Costs $0.03 / test to produce

•

Takes 5 minutes to run

Andraka did this as a 15 year
old
“Jack Andraka” by TEDxNijmegen, available at http://
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www.flickr.com/photos/thefutureofhealth/8618293227/

under a Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic

Daniel Mietchen
•

Create a bot that crawls Open
Access science articles,
repositories and data stores
that helps to find Open Access
audio and video files

•

Files uploaded to Wikimedia
Commons, where they can be
easily incorporated into
Wikipedia articles

•

Helps others understand
complex science problems that
cannot be described through
text alone. Enables others to
explore through multimedia.

“Daniel Mietchen” available at
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:
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Daniel_Mietchen_Wiki_Academy_Pristina_2013.jpg#filelinks

under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported

Wikimedia Commons
•

More than 14,000 files have been uploaded to Wikimedia
Commons

•

Each of these media files have been used in Wikipedia
articles all around the world, translated into dozens of
languages

•

More than 3 million views each month
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Recommended Reading
•

Skillshare #18 - OA: Oh!? … Awesome! by Allegra Swift
http://prezi.com/rbe9jwuu2u6a/skillshare-18/

•

Copyright Resources (Claremont Libraries)
http://libguides.libraries.claremont.edu/copyright-resources?hs=a

•

Getting a Grip on Creative Commons: What CC licences are
and how to work with them (26 September 2013) (CC-BY
license BY-NC) by Professor Anne Fitzgerald
http://www.slideshare.net/ccAustralia/amwa-webinar-slides-26-september-2013

•

Creative Commons images and you: a quick guide for
image users
http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2011/08/creative-commons-images-and-you/
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Helpful Links (by Allegra Swift of CUC Libraries)
•

15 Cartoonists that Allow Using Their Web Comics for Free
http://www.seosmarty.com/15-cartoonists-that-allow-using-their-web-comics-for-free/

•

Flickr - Creative Commons Search
http://www.flickr.com/creativecommons/

•

Allegra’s guide on finding OA Content on your Topic
http://libguides.libraries.claremont.edu/content.php?pid=32832&sid=2051400

•

Claremont Colleges Digital Library
http://libguides.libraries.claremont.edu/content.php?pid=32832&sid=1179276
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This presentation is built upon:
•

Creative Commons in the Classroom (CC-license BY-NC )
http://www.slideshare.net/Jessicacoates/creative-commons-in-the-classroom-2013

•

Creative Commons License Basics 2010 by Sue Gallaway
(CC-license BY )
http://www.slideshare.net/cconline/creative-commons-open-textbook-workshop-april-2010

•

Creative Commons (CC-license BY-NC)
http://www.slideshare.net/loneh/creativecommons-slideshare

•

Open Access and Open Data Policies
http://sparc.arl.org/sites/default/files/presentation_files/ICT%202013.pdf
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In the spirit of things

This work is licensed under a
Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0
International License.
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Any Questions?
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